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Situation

Home made software in use for routine 
measurements since 1993, a basic BASIC 
program, orginally written to help the author 
to understand something in gamma 
spectrometry.
Tailored for simple matrices and Cs-137
Asks the user what is needed, makes basic 
corrections (for density, variable filling 
heights, radioactive decay) and writes a 
summary into a CSV file
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Challenges

The BASIC software (“Greina” = Analyse) 
cannot cope with many nuclides, complex 
spectra (e.g. TCS) or matrices
Working towards accreditation, a commercial 
solution preferable to a home made one.
Do not have resources (funding, time) for 
time consuming calibration work
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Solution

Use GammaVision (which we have for routine 
acquisition of spectra) and utilise the TCS 
correction in the program.
Interesting feature of the GammaVision 
approach:
• Instead of requiring many (single gammaline) 

standards for each geometry, only one is needed.
• The required standard must contain a mixture of 

single line radionuclides and multi line with TCS 
effects. 
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The Nordic co-operation

Question to Stefan@GammaData: Which 
colleagues in the Nordic countries are using 
the TCS correction in GammaVision?
Answer: None that he was aware of!

Conclusion:
• Give the calibration a try,
• test the results by participating in the 2008 NPL 

intercomparison (lab # 110 in report)
• Present results to Nordic colleagues at Gammasem
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Results

The NPL mixture measured was the “GL”; a 
‘low-level’ mixture of γ-emitting radionuclides 
Of the 78 laboratories that participated in all 
the tests, we were amongst the 12 that 
passed as having all results in agreement.  
It should be noted, however, that although 
this exercise tests the ability to deal with TCS 
and some other corrections, it does not test 
the ability to deal with attenuation and 
geometrical corrections.
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HOW WERE THESE RESULTS 
OBTAINED?
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Ortec references used

The GammaVision user manual
Ortec instructions from the Web:
• GammaVision-32 Version 5.2 How-To Guide:

Make Gamma-Ray Measurements Today
• http://www.ortec-online.com/application-

notes/gv_start.pdf

• A Closer Look at the Calibration Wizard
• http://www.ortec-online.com/countlab/calwizard.htm

• Using GammaVision - Creating Libraries with 
Nuclide Navigator III ― Simple and Quick!
• http://www.ortec-online.com/countlab/nn3library.htm
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TCC and libraries
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Important to note that the 
library must be created 
using the Microsoft 
Access format.

Libraries in this format 
contain far more information 
on the cascade processes 
than is in the ordinary basic 
GV libraries.

For thought:
How can the Nuclide 
Navigator III library be 
updated?



Well known nuclide libraries included
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Master librarySuspect



Larger libraries are also included
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Tori PC-NuDat



In fact many special libraries can be found
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Note:  Gamma lines of meta stable daughters
often also listed under parent radionuclide
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Measuring Cs-137 or Ba-137m ?
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Numbers of lines listed
can vary between libraries



Originally Cd-109 was not found
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Order of line is important
GV uses the first for identification
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An invisible low energy line in the 1st place in a library will result in that the 
radionuclide will not be identified, no matter how strong the other lines may be.



Recommend procedure
for creating a library
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Metastable daugher nuclides removed
For each radionuclide lines removed with:
• energy below Am-241 (ca. 60 keV)
• lines with low probability (< 0.1%)

At-217 (with no gamma listed) deleted.
Np-237 removed (caused interference with 
Cd-109 at 88 keV)
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TCC calibration standard
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Calibration came 
to a polite but 
sudden end,

even though all 
instructions had 
been followed
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Strange 
behaviour 
but no crash 
if “Absorber 
Not Present”



The last screenshot before the crash 
gave a clue
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Something 
wrong with 

decay 
calculations or 

treatment of 
time?
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Calibration AFTER configuring the computer as a US computer
Time calculations in correct format
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Using the “Absorber 
present” option as 
recommended did now 
not cause a crash, but 
a poor efficiency fit and 
very high Chi sq value 
at bottom of screen
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Rerun with “Absorber 
Not Present”, much 
better fit and a lower 
Chi Sq. value



Note on the engines in GammaVision

It is not consistent if decay correction is 
applied or not in intermediate results, for 
some engines it is applied, for others not.
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MEASUREMENT OF NPL
COMPARISON SAMPLE
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The NPL comparison exericse
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46 possible nuclides (+ daughters?)

The Gamma Low (GL) sample was best suited to our needs



Spectrum of NPL GL sample
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NPL sample - identification
Create a library with these 46 nuclides + possible 
short lived daughters.
Remove gammalines that will not be used
Measure a standard before and after measuring 
the NPL sample to have as exact energy (+ 
FWHM) calibration as possible
Analyse the sample, use peaked background 
subtraction
Check which nuclides are seen in sample, 
remember each should be at least 1 Bq.  It should 
now be possible to explain all lines.
Watch out for short-lived radionuclides!
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NPL sample: estimation of amount
8 radionuclides seem to be in the sample:
• Create a new reduced library with these 8 nuclides

Reanalyse the sample, use decay correction.
Check for possible daughter – parent 
radionuclide effects:
• Nb-95.
• Zr-95 decays to Nb-95 (and partly to Nb-95m), 

which decays to Mo-95.
• One needs to make corrections based on the 

concentrations of the radionuclides at the time of 
measurement
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Reduction of library file
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Corrections applied
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Correction for Nb-95
(see finar report / paper from NPL)
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THANK YOU!
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